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(included only when needed)

69”

Mount brackets as shown below.  Always use all brackets 
supplied.  All blinds over 69” wide (wood) or 60” wide (faux wood) 
require the use of center support brackets - be sure to mount 
support bracket(s) in position(s) that will not interfere with the lift 
mechanisms.

*

* Valance clips are not sent on custom wood blind orders.



over 69”
over 95”

Wood Blind Width:    Number of Center Support Brackets:
over 69”    one support bracket
over 95”    two support brackets

Faux Wood Blind Width:   Number of Center Support Brackets:
over 60”    one support bracket
over 95”    two support brackets



Important Note:  Install the valance clips prior to mounting the 
headrail into the installation brackets.  After mounting the 
headrail, attach the valance directly to the clips.

The type of valance clip included in your package will vary depending 
on the product you have ordered.  You will receive either C-Clips or 
Hidden Valance Clips.  The number of valance clips will vary 
according to the width of your blind.  

Custom wood blinds utilize a magnet system which allows you to
simply place the valance on to the headrail.  No clips are used.



Valance Installation Cont. - To attach provided clips to the front of 
the headrail, twist Hidden Clip or push down on C-Clip to snap in 
place.  Install one bracket at each end of the headrail and space 
others evenly.  Do not place clips more than 48” apart.

Note:  If the valance is outside mounted, attach the valance returns 
using the “L” brackets provided.  Simply slide the “L” bracket on to 
both the slots in the backside of the valance and returns.  

To help prevent children and pets from becoming tangled in lift cords, 
your blinds comes with a Break-Thru® safety tassel, which breaks in two 
when pressure is applied.  Simply snap the two halves back together.

An important consideration in any blind installation is child safety.  To 
prevent serious injuries or strangulation, all cords must be kept out of 
the reach of children.  Cord cleats or other method of keeping the lift 
cords from hanging within reach of child should be utilized. 

Child Safety




